Performance test is not finalised yet.
Sandbox : important to have as a tool to test the end to end business scenario , will be
available at the end of March
2. New delivery model
A quick presentation of the new delivery model has been given by

.

The planning of the UAT depends on the decision taken by the champions of the number
of sprints needed to arrive to a suitable version.
explained that this is not the task
of the coordination group to decide on the prioritisation and sprint content.
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There is still some questions regarding the prioritisation.
EMA explained that a subset of the backlog (+- 650 issues) have been sent to
the champions for review/analyse
Champions must review the list and determine for each issue if they must be
fixed for the UAT (business value = 3) , after UAT (business value = 2) or after
go live (business value = 1).
1/3 (around 145 issue) of the list has already been reviewed by the
champions. They explained that this 145 issues needs to be checked again to
verify if there are not duplicates or if they are not obsolete
Still not clear for EC what will happened now with these 145 items
and if EMA can feed the sprint 1
Champion asked some more clarity on the process of prioritisation
EC request that during the next monitoring group a clear and short
presentation of the backlog consolidation progress is given.
The availability and workload of the champions has been raised

Progress status update on the pre UAT 0.7 bug fixing: The group acknowledged the
progress in fixing the bugs but it is important to close them completely. Very few bugs are
closed. Is the status closed indicate that the bug is really fixed ? EMA : After each sprint a
clarification session with the champions will be done to check if they are closed or not.
3. Review metrics
The group agrees with the current monitoring of the CTIS so far. EC asked to add one
slide on the progress for the consolidation of the backlog and prioritisation to feed the
first sprint.
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